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The Income Statement (earnings report) for KFC Ltd. Find the company's financial performance, revenue, and more.

And finally, our partners have Capital â€” both to grow new units and modernize existing assets. Running our
own e-commerce platform will enable us to more quickly provide breakthrough products and convenient
services to our customers that will allow for better franchise economics over the long term. Dear Fellow
Stakeholders: was another year of celebrating and achieving milestones. Source: Kantar Media Advertisement.
See Closing Diaries table for 4 p. These partners are also Capable to deliver a great customer experience and
operational standards. In addition to a relentless commitment to value and innovation for which Taco Bell is
known, I am particularly excited that in , Taco Bell delivery will be available in over 4, restaurants across the
U. In the U. FactSet a does not make any express or implied warranties of any kind regarding the data,
including, without limitation, any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use; and b
shall not be liable for any errors, incompleteness, interruption or delay, action taken in reliance on any data, or
for any damages resulting therefrom. Internationally, the brand continued to lay the foundation for an
off-premise centric business with the Telepizza alliance paving the way. Bold Restaurant Development. All
rights reserved. We leveraged our scale and expanded our capabilities to improve unit level economics. We
achieved healthy same-store and system sales growth with improvement throughout the year. Lipper shall not
be liable for any errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. We will innovate
and elevate iconic restaurant brands people trust and champion. Combined across our brands and led by over
2, world-class franchisees, we opened a record of eight gross new restaurants per day. Greg Creed, CEO.
Sources: CoinDesk Bitcoin , Kraken all other cryptocurrencies Calendars and Economy: 'Actual' numbers are
added to the table after economic reports are released. This landmark deal places Pizza Hut in the no. Source:
FactSet Data are provided 'as is' for informational purposes only and are not intended for trading purposes. We
will drive market and franchise unit expansion with strong economics and attractive returns. Heading into , our
commitment to being more focused, more franchised and more efficient continues to strengthen our enviable
business model. KFC remains dedicated to making the brand R. In closing, I am very proud of what we have
been able to accomplish in just two short years since we announced the transformation of Yum!. Change value
during other periods is calculated as the difference between the last trade and the most recent settle. First, we
entered into the U. Change value during the period between open outcry settle and the commencement of the
next day's trading is calculated as the difference between the last trade and the prior day's settle. Additionally,
we made significant progress on our transformation commitments, having achieved our goal of becoming at
least 98 percent franchised. This work unites our system and keeps our employees, franchisees and suppliers
focused on socially and environmentally responsible growth. This includes partners who are Committed to
providing consistently bold value and brand strategy. International stock quotes are delayed as per exchange
requirements. Source: FactSet Indexes: Index quotes may be real-time or delayed as per exchange
requirements; refer to time stamps for information on any delays. Second, we closed on a strategic growth
alliance with Telepizza. Focus on our growth drivers, increased collaboration and a new mindset are clearly
fueling improved results. We are confident Yum! Cryptocurrencies: Cryptocurrency quotes are updated in
real-time. Pizza Hut celebrated its 60th birthday in by reaching a milestone of over 18, restaurants worldwide,
all while continuing its commitment to ensuring every customer has a Hot, Fast and Reliable experience
around the globe. Unmatched Franchise Operating Capability. Overview page represent trading in all U. We
made significant progress on all our transformation goals, including completing our refranchising program.
Any copying, republication or redistribution of Lipper content, including by caching, framing or similar
means, is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Lipper. We will leverage culture and
people capability to fuel brand performance and franchisee success. I firmly believe our culture is a
competitive advantage for Yum!.


